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New structural insights into podocyte biology
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Abstract The last 5 years have witnessed tremendous ad-
vances in both light- and electron-microscopic techniques in
the biomedical sciences. Application of these new cutting-
edge methods to glomerular biology has advanced consider-
ably and, in part, completed our endeavor to draw a detailed
map of the glomerular tuft. The scope of this review is to
illustrate these new insights within both the morphometry of
podocyte cells and the architecture of the glomerular filtration
barrier and to assess whether these findings have indeed had
an impact on our biological understanding of glomerular
function.
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Introduction

For centuries, the elucidation of the challenging three-
dimensional (3D) architecture of the kidney has paved the
way for a very fruitful interaction between making morpho-
logic discoveries on the one hand and probing their functional
consequences on the other (Berliner 1995; Furukawa et al.
1991; Navar 2004). A major driver of this process has been
the constant development of better microscopic techniques
that seemingly culminated with the invention of the electron

microscope in the 1930s, allowing the inspection of structures
below the resolution of light-based systems (approximately
200 nm). Transmission (TEM) and later on scanning (SEM)
electronmicroscopy enabled the examination of the fine struc-
tures of the glomerulum and, especially, the visualization of
the fragile cell-cell contacts between neighboring podocyte
foot processes, the so-called slit-diaphragm (SD; Fujita et al.
1970; Rinehart et al. 1953; Yamada 1955). Although stimuli
from ultrastructural discoveries became scarce between 1980
and 2005, the last decade has spurred innovative new imaging
techniques that are now increasingly used in the field of glo-
merular biology and hence that boost the biological translation
of new morphologic discoveries.

Podocytes reside as specialized pericytes covering the glo-
merular capillary endothelial cells towards the parietal epithe-
lial cells that coat Bowman’s capsule (Fig. 1a; Greka and
Mundel 2012). Together with the endothelial cells of the cap-
illary, podocytes build-up the glomerular basement membrane
(GBM), which seems to be the decisive filtration layer within
the glomerular filtration barrier (GFB; Caulfield and Farquhar
1974). In addition to their cell body, podocytes consist in long
primary processes that interdigitate with each other forming
the so-called foot processes (or secondary processes), as be-
came evident with the first SEM studies of mouse and human
glomerula (Fig. 1b, c; Arakawa 1971; Fujita et al 1970).
Together, primary and foot processes cover the major part of
the capillary surface. Within neighboring foot processes, a
peculiar and specialized cell-cell junction forms, namely the
SD (Fig. 1d; Grahammer et al. 2013b). Several podocyte hall-
mark proteins, e.g., NEPHRIN, NEPH1 and PODOCIN, take
part in SD formation and generate the broadest known mam-
malian cell-cell contact (Grahammer et al. 2013a).

Although we have a working concept of glomerular filtra-
tion today, several potentially decisive details fully explaining
this paramount process have not been discerned to a desirable
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degree. Whereas molecular approaches have identified a mul-
titude of novel, seemingly important genes and proteins, these
newly identified molecules have, so far, only modestly ad-
vanced our overall understanding of GFB, because of the
complexity of the involved processes (Boerries et al. 2013).
With the advent of new imaging techniques, we now have a
good chance of elucidating these mechanisms further.

Structural advances

Development of podocytes

Glomerular development is a highly regulated process and has
been reviewed in detail elsewhere (Quaggin and Kreidberg
2008; Schell et al. 2014). Several conserved signaling cas-
cades drive the interaction between the branching of the ure-
teric bud, the condensation of the metanephric mesenchym,
the formation of the renal vesicle and the subsequent se-
quences leading to a glomerulus and a tubular apparatus.
Podocyte precursors form a simple columnar epithelium with
individual cells being connected by tight and adherence junc-
tional complexes. During further development, this apically
located junctional complex moves towards the basolateral as-
pects of the podocytes. With increasing formation of the foot
processes and the interdigitation of the podocytes, the molec-
ular composition of the cell-cell junctions changes towards
that of the final SD, which finally replaces the immature junc-
tions. Although histology, immunofluorescence techniques
and TEM have considerably helped us to understand the prin-
ciples of renal development, an ultrastructural 3D analysis of
the sequential developmental changes to podocytes has so far
been lacking. Recently, the EM techniques of serial block-face
SEM (SBF-SEM) and focused ion beam SEM (FIB-SEM)
have become available, both of which allow the 3D recon-
struction of ultrastructural images with unprecedented speed
and accuracy (Denk and Horstmann 2004; Heymann et al.
2006). Excitingly, the application of the FIB-SEM technique

has led to the discovery of so far unreported details during
glomerular development (Ichimura et al. 2017). Whereas, dur-
ing the S-shape body stage, podocyte precursors have the
known cobblestone appearance from the luminal side, their
basolateral surface is irregularly shapedwith the first cytoplas-
mic protrusions being inserted under neighboring podocytes.
These protrusions appear to be independent of any tight, ad-
herence, or SD junctional complexes. As expected, the junc-
tional complex itself moves downwards from the upper 25%
of the cell to its basal aspects. Interestingly, tricellular portions
of these adherence and tight junctional complexes form the
leading edge. Whether this propagation of junctional move-
ment is a function linked to the specialized proteins of
tricellular junctions (e.g., ILDR1, ILDR2 and LSR), some of
which are expressed in isolated podocytes, needs further in-
vestigations (Boerries et al. 2013; Higashi et al. 2013). In the
capillary loop stage, primitive primary and foot processes are
formed, the latter still being devoid of any junctional process-
es. Finally, at the maturing glomerulum stage, junctional com-
plexes, initially of adherence and tight junctional composition,
can be seen between the short and irregular foot processes but
are gradually replaced by SD-like junctions. Meanwhile,
ridge-like prominences develop at the base of primary foot
processes, which find their way under neighboring podocytes,
thereby separating their cell bodies from the GBM and creat-
ing the subpodocyte space. Once matured, primary processes
form a cytoplasmic arcade that is often situated in the valleys
between adjacent capillary loops (Ichimura et al. 2017).

Mature glomeruli

A comparison of the results of FIB-SEM with those of classic
TEM in mature glomerula in adult rat kidney revealed that the
former, because of reduced osmium tetroxide staining, are
especially useful for visualizing membrane-containing organ-
elles, e.g., the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) or Golgi apparatus,
whereas the podocyte actin cytoskeleton is much better
depicted by the latter (Ichimura et al. 2015). FIB-SEM allows
the segmentation and 3D reconstruction of large glomerular
volumes. In contrast to previous reports, primary processes do
not seem to be connected to the GBM by the full sole of their
basal aspect but rather are only attached to the GBM by a
ridge-like prominence (Burghardt et al. 2015; Ichimura et al.
2015). Foot processes from neighboring podocytes connect to
this structure by their distal ends. In addition, this 3D ultra-
structural analysis shows that foot processes not only emerge
from primary processes but can also originate directly from
the cell body (Burghardt et al. 2015; Ichimura et al. 2015).
Intriguingly, in this case, a ridge-like prominence seems to be
the nascent point for foot processes. The FIB-SEM technique
has helped to answer the decade-long question as to whether
foot processes of the same podocyte interact with each other
(Burghardt et al. 2015). Only foot processes of neighboring

�Fig. 1 Glomerular ultrastructure. a False-colored low-resolution scan-
ning electron micrograph of mouse renal cortex displaying several tubuli
(T) and two glomeruli (G). In addition, an empty Bowman’s capsule (BC)
can be seen from which the glomerulum was lost during preparation. b
Detailed scanning electron micrograph showing a podocyte (P), primary
processes (PP) originating from the cell body and foot processes (FP). c
High-resolution scanning electron micrograph illustrating primary pro-
cesses (PP), secondary processes (SP) and foot processes (FP). d
Transmission electron micrscopy of a mouse glomerular capillary (C)
revealing the structural composition of the glomerulus. The endothelial
cell (E) coats the inner surface of the capillary wall and is followed by the
three layers of the glomerular basement membrane (GBM). On the out-
side of the capillary, the foot processes (FP) cover a major part of the
GBM circumference. The slit-diaphram can be discerned in between the
foot processs. The primary filtrate drains into Bowman’s space (BS) and,
via the urinary pole, reaches the proximal tubule
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podocytes seem to form interdigitating structures, not foot
processes belonging to the same cell.

A detailed comparative analysis of the GFB ultrastructure
by using TEM, SBF-SEM, FIB-SEM and TEM tomography
was recently performed (Arkill et al. 2014). A new lanthanum-
based dye stained the glycocalyx of the endothelium and
podocytes with superior resolution compared with tannic-
acid-based protocols. The width of the endothelial glycocalyx
seems to be one order of magnitude broader than that of the
podocyte plasma membrane. In addition, a densly stained lu-
minal glycocalyx compartment is present that contrasts with a
sparsely stained compartment close to the endothelial cell
wall. Whether this finding has some biological relevance or
is just a matter of dye penetrance needs further clarification.
Whereas several distinct subpodocyte spaces with differing
characteristics have been demonstrated, their physiological
relevance in concert with the position of endothelial fenestrae
and podocyte slits needs considerable additional research ef-
forts (Arkill et al. 2014).

In a similar way to EM techniques, sub-diffraction light
microscopy has experienced tremendous advancements dur-
ing the last decade (Arkill et al. 2014; Hell 2007). Nanoscopy
of the GBM in health and disease has provided so far unprec-
edented molecular details of the structural assembly of the
broadest basement membrane within our body. Whereas con-
ventional immunofluorescence images always show one layer
of AGRIN, stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy
(STORM) has resolved two distinct layers of this protein ap-
proximately 130 nm apart (Suleiman et al. 2013). This has
been confirmed by using AGRIN c-term antibodies directed
against various epitopes. Antibodies against AGRIN n-term
have also shown two layers but with a reduced distance of
108 nm. This might be an indication that AGRIN molecules
are positioned in an oblique fashion within the GBM. The
centrally oriented n-terminal binds the coiled-coil domain of
LAMININ1, whereas the peripherally oriented c-terminal
points in the direction of the respective adjacent cell layers.
Applying the same technique, other important ECM proteins
within or adjacent to the GBM, e.g., INTEGRIN β1,
LAMININ 521, COLLAGEN IV and NIDOGEN, were
mapped (Suleiman et al. 2013).

Although all the above has been determined in mu-
rine tissue, the authors also performed some of their
mapping approach to human specimens. Based on pre-
vious data, all previously mentioned ECM molecules
should also be present within the human GFB, although
the human GBM is approximately twice as thick as its
murine counterpart (Hudson et al. 2003). Interestingly,
this increased thickness is mainly attributable to en-
larged COLLAGEN IV networks and two additional
layers of LAMININ 521, which were positioned towards
the central aspect of the GBM. Based on their distance
to the neighboring cell layers, these two layers seem

unlikely to interact directly with INTEGRIN molecules
(Suleiman et al. 2013).

Not only has the fine structure and composition of the
GBM attracted considerable attention over the last years but
also, to a similar degree, the molecular alignment, function
and make-up of the SD (Grahammer et al. 2013b). From the
traditional view based on Rodewald’s and Karnovsky’s sem-
inal work in 1974 and the cloning of Nephrin in 1998 by the
Tryggvason group, NEPHRIN molecules from either side of
the foot process are thought to overlap to form a zipper-like
structure with an electron-dense midline (Rodewald and
Karnovsky 1974; Ruotsalainen et al. 1999). In between the
individual molecules, holes smaller than the size of
ALBUMIN form and restrict passage of this marker molecule
(Tryggvason et al. 2006; Wartiovaara et al. 2004). Despite
intriguing findings from freeze-substitution EM studies in
the 1980s challenging the zipper theory, this became the wide-
ly accepted concept of the SD (Furukawa et al. 1991; Ohno
et al. 1992; Tryggvason et al. 2006).

Two recent publications now question the traditional SD
view, nicely confirming the results obtained by freeze substi-
tution 30 years earlier (Burghardt et al. 2015; Grahammer
et al. 2016). Using different species, fixation and EM tech-
niques, both groups can show that the SD complex consists in
more than one layer of molecules. Examination of fixed tissue
specimens with EM tomography has led to the identification
of one conventional SD-like layer of molecules with punctate
cell-cell contacts on top and filamentous cell-cell contacts be-
low (Burghardt et al. 2015). Application of EM tomography to
high-pressure frozen or freeze-substituted murine specimens
has demonstrated a multilayered bipartite SD scaffold. Within
this scaffold, all molecules span the width of the filtration slit
and only very occasionally form an electron-dense midline (in
approximately 2.5% of cases). Shorter molecules with a me-
dian extracellular domain (ECD) length of 19 nm are situated
in several layers (∼3-5) towards the GBM, whereas longer
molecules (ECD approximately 43 nm) form loose layers
(∼2) towards Bowman’s space (Grahammer et al. 2016). The
width spanned by the bottom layer corresponds well to the
ECD of NEPH1, whereas that of the top layer fits nicely with
the ECD of NEPHRIN. Based on the amorphous structure of
the SD, we consider it unlikely that this presents a consider-
able filtration barrier to molecules that have passed the GBM.
Although its precise function, despite these exciting findings,
remains unknown, the homology of its building blocks
(NEPH1 and NEPHRIN) to TITIN and other molecules func-
tioning as molecular springs indicate that, in contrast to cur-
rent thinking, the task of the SD is rather to keep the foot
processs apar t than to t i e them togethe r. On a
pathomechanistic level, the apical movement of the SD, as is
observed frequently under pathological conditions, can be
interpreted as the removal of the spring or spacer that conse-
quently leads to foot process effacement, the characteristic
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podocyte damage response. Subsequent studies with atomic
force microscopy or related techniques will have to establish
whether both NEPH1 and NEPHRIN indeed act as molecular
springs keeping foot processes apart.

Pathomechanisms

Light microscopy, immunofluorescence and standard
TEM are routine techniques used in a thorough assess-
ment of biopsy samples of patients with proteinuric kid-
ney diseases. Application of advanced imaging techniques
to mainly murine disease models might reveal disease-
specific features that so far have escaped pathological
evaluation. An examination of Collagen IV Alport mice
with STORM microscopy revealed a split of the two
layers of AGRIN molecules in parts of the GBM. In ad-
dition, the distribution of COLLAGEN α1α1α2 is no
longer restricted to the endothelial lamina rara of the
GBM but can be found dispersed throughout the GBM
of these animals (Suleiman et al. 2013). Using the same
Alport disease model at different timepoints, another
group elucidated the pathognomonic features of the
podocyte GBM interaction by applying SBF-SEM
(Randles et al. 2016). Compared with age-matched con-
trol animals, Alport mice exhibit increasing areas of re-
duced foot process density. In addition, cellular invasion
originating from podocytes and invading the GBM can be
discerned. Interestingly, these protrusions were not limited
to the model of Alport disease in which the remodeling of
the GBM is a central pathomechanistic process but also
occurred in Myo1e and Ptpro knock-out mice, models for
respectively human SRNS/FSGS disease (Randles et al.
2016). This indicates that the invasion of the GBM by
foot processes is of broader pathologic relevance and
might be an attempt to improve the fixation of podocytes
at the GBM and to prevent podocyte loss.

At a molecular level, the process of podocyte foot
process effacement is still embarrassingly poorly under-
stood. Although the process of effacement and its poten-
tial reversibility has been described by means of TEM in
both investigational and clinical papers since the middle
of the 1970s, no generally accepted pathophysiologic
concept for foot process effacement exists to date
(Caulfield et al. 1976; Robson et al. 1974; Seiler et al.
1975). Whereas intercellular tight junctions can be fre-
quently observed by TEM in disease states, integral com-
ponents of tight junctions can be detected at veritable
amounts under physiologic conditions (Fukasawa et al.
2009). Whether these proteins form part of the native
unchallenged SD complex, or whether they form an
emergency stock of tight junction proteins ready to re-
place the SD in the potential case of foot process efface-
ment remains unc lear (Fukasawa et a l . 2009) .

Interestingly, in the rat puromycin aminonucleoside ne-
phrosis model, the expression of pre-existing tight junc-
tion proteins is increased being supplemented by the de
novo expression of further members of this protein family
(Fukasawa et al. 2009; Gong et al. 2017). The transgenic
overexpression of CLAUDIN1 in adult mice leads to the
destabilization of the SD complex, the formation of tight
junctions between foot processs and the onset of protein-
uria at 2 weeks after the start of doxycycline treatment
(Gong et al. 2017). Advanced protein localization studies
are warranted if we are to improve our understanding and
to potentially influence the molecular sequences leading
to foot process effacement.

Concluding remarks

Advanced imaging techniques have yielded exciting new
structural insights into glomerular architecture over the last
couple of years. Although we are still trying to grasp the
biological relevance and consequences of these findings,
new technical adventures are appearing on the horizon. For
example, the extension of FIB-SEM to pre-embedding
immunogold studies might allow us to reconstruct molecular
trafficking pathways within a cell. Concepts of glomerular
filtration could potentially be established by combining en-
dogenous fluorescently labeled marker proteins in transgenic
mice with advanced correlative light- and electron-
microscopic techniques (Johnson et al. 2015). Helium ion
SEM technology has the power to provide superb new in-
sights into the topographical ultrastructure of the glomerulum
(Rice et al. 2013). Lastly, an improvement of the available
clearance techniques might enhance our possibilities to local-
ize proteins in health and disease when combined with high-
or super-resolution microscopy (Richardson and Lichtman
2015; Unnersjo-Jess et al. 2016).
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